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1) Now that I have everyone’s attention, allow me to address why US

establishment politicians are sending tanks, jets, weapons, equipment, and $100+

billion to Ukraine. 

It has nothing to do with Ukrainian citizens, and everything to do with Deep State

assets/secrets in Ukraine.

2) Let’s go back to when and where it all began. 

Flashback to 2005. Then Senator Obama and Senator Lugar visited former Soviet biological and chemical facilities

in Ukraine, and established the US Deep State roots in Ukraine.

To “counter bioweapons”.

washingtonpost.com/archive/politi…

3) When speaking of the labs in 2005, here is how they were described by WaPo.

The labs were “part of a Cold War network of ‘antiplague’ stations that supplied highly lethal pathogens to Soviet

bioweapons factories”.

So when Russia does “anti-plague” research its “bioweapons”.
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4) But when the US does “defensive gain of function/directed evolution” research, it’s not bioweapons.

In 2005 @washingtonpost admits that “anti-plague” research results in the production of “highly lethal

pathogens” aka “bioweapons”.

Seems their tune changed in 2022.
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5) The US, led by Obama, passed the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Act of 2005. 

The US took over former Soviet labs and facilities, supposedly to destroy stockpiles of nuclear, chemical, and

biological weapons in Ukraine.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Fnr-CLyXEAA9wjD.jpg
https://www.congress.gov/bill/109th-congress/senate-bill/313/text
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6) Obama opened the floodgates for the Deep State. Created biological weapons programs with the Ukrainian

government, and established connections for US oligarchs to build biolab companies in the lawless land of

Ukraine. 

Companies like Biden’s Metabiota.

External Tweet loading... 
If nothing shows, it may have been deleted

https://twitter.com/CanariesBlue/status/1449865871577554948

7) Then the situation turned sour. 

Under US “supervision”, Ukraine fell into civil war in February 2014 (Obama). 

In the disarray of war, State Dept (Clinton) and the CIA, took full control of Ukraine’s government.

Nuland facilitated a regime change.

Leaked audio reveals embarrassing U.S. exchange on Ukraine, EU

A conversation between a State Department official and the U.S. ambassador to Ukraine that was posted on YouTube revealed
an embarrassing exchange on U.S. strategy for a political transition in that c…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-ukraine-tape/leaked-audio-reveals-embarrassing-u-s-exchange-on-ukraine-eu-idUSBREA…

8) Nuland, who spilled the beans on the fear of “Russian forces getting their hands on the biological research in

Ukraine”, engineered the Color Revolution in Ukraine.

They started a civil war, then picked their puppet to run the government, creating a Deep State proxy. 
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9) Now with complete control of the Ukrainian government, then the Bidens began their dirty work. 

Biden visited Ukraine 13+ times, securing US funding for Ukrainian oligarchs. Then used his power to fire a State

prosecutor who figured out Biden’s kick-back/laundering scheme. 

10) So the reason why all of our tax dollars are in Ukraine, is because Ukraine is a Deep State proxy, controlled by

the ruling families of the DNC/Soros.

They are trying to protect their assets/secrets in Ukraine.

Most consequential of which is their biological activity.

11) The reason the US MSM went all out pro-Ukraine, is because the media is owned by the Pharma companies via

advertisement money.

The Pharma companies who rely on the biolabs in Ukraine to create pathogens so their vaccine scheme can

0:00 / 0:54
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profit… 

Starting to make sense? 

12) The reason the @FBI and @DHSgov went full Orwell and weaponized Big Tech to censor all reporting on the

Biolabs in Ukraine, is because intel community is compromised by the Deep State.

The Deep State who can’t let people find out about their pathogen production scheme…

13) The reason the House Dems @DNC went insane and impeached Trump over making a single phone call to

Zelensky in Ukraine… is because they couldn’t allow Trump to snoop around and investigate their Deep State

proxy. 

Trump was on to whatever they were hiding. Aka bioweapons. 

14) The reason Zelensky ordered the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense to destroy all State documents affiliated with

US biolab companies “Metabiota and Battelle”… the day that missiles started flying (2/24/22)…

Is because he knew Putin was looking for the bioweapons.

https://twitter.com/FBI
https://twitter.com/DHSgov
https://twitter.com/DNC
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Fnr-MZiXkAAnAUo.jpg
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16) The reason the @WHO advised Ukraine to destroy all their pathogens (at the labs that the MSM said didn’t

exist)… is because the WHO knew Putin was looking for the bioweapons. 

The same @WHO that created a global medical police-state due to C19.

EXCLUSIVE WHO says it advised Ukraine to destroy pathogens in health labs to prevent disease spread

The World Health Organization advised Ukraine to destroy high-threat pathogens housed in the country's public health
laboratories to prevent "any potential spills" that would spread disease among the …

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/exclusive-who-says-it-advised-ukraine-destroy-pathogens-health-labs-prevent-2022-03-…

15) Big Pharma, MSM, Big Tech, the Intelligence Community, Zelensky, WHO/NIH, and Deep State politicians;

are all working together to accomplish the same goal…

To cover up the criminal biological weapons production in Ukraine.

All the entities who happened to benefit from C19. 

16) This is why these entities are hyper-defensive about all things related to C19, biological research, and Ukraine.

It’s not because they are being philanthropic.

It’s because we are close to the proof of their crimes against humanity. For which, the punishment is harsh. 

17) Tanks, jets, weapons, equipment, $100+ billion in taxpayer funds, the lives of the Ukrainian people…

All worthy sacrifices in the eyes of the Deep State. Whatever it takes to cover up their bioweapons production.

WW3 already started. C19 was the first weapon fired.

/END 
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1) HOLY SHIT… Twitter Files Journalists haven’t yet seen
Twitter’s internal censorship of SARS-CoV-2 lab origins???
per @ShellenbergerMD Why haven’t they covered this yet?
Legal obstacles? Methodical progression down the rabbit
hole? Ongoing investigations? Why the delay? 

Read 8 tweets

Apr 3

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

🧵THREAD: Joe Rogan and Michael Shellenberger discuss
the censorship-industrial complex, the Twitter Files, the
Biden laptop, the Election Integrity Project, and the US
government officials, contractors, and NGOs using
disinformation and propaganda against the American people.
… twitter.com/i/web/status/1… 

Read 18 tweets

Apr 3

Lara Logan
@laralogan

For at least a month, Chinese nationals have been surging
across the southern border, acc to law enforcement. Rio
Grande station is receiving 50 - 70 every single day - a
phenomenon they have never seen there before. The CCP
usually sends it’s Chinese hackers to McAllen station.

McAllen is receiving apx double the number of Chinese they
normally get with no end in sight. And since there is no
repatriation agmt btwn the US & China, they are all released
with a ‘Notice to Appear’ (NTA) to ICE on their own

h ff l l

Read 13 tweets

Apr 4

James Lindsay, brought manspreading back to E…
@ConceptualJames

Want to know why Bud Light is teamed up with Dylan
Mulvaney? It's not hard to explain. hrc.org/resources/buye….

Carrot. Stick.

If the HRC came to Anheuser-Busch and told them to
celebrate Dylan, and they said no, that would be failing
"responsible citizenship" and points would be deducted. The
Corporate Equality Index is an extortion racket that makes
corporations do these things

Read 12 tweets

Apr 5
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1) This iconic scene from Matilda is an excellent
representation of the phenomena we are witnessing destroy

the Left. The Left is being overloaded with Far-Left policies
and ideologies. Something they thought they liked in small
doses, turned out to be bad in large quantities. 

Read 4 tweets

Apr 14

1) Intriguing statement from @marcorubio on Macron’s visit
to China. Rubio is TERRIFIED of Macron talking the rest of

Europe into staying neutral over Ukraine and Taiwan. Rubio
also claims we are helping Europe by funding a war in
Ukraine, that the US CIA/State Dept started…

2) @marcorubio arrogantly claims France cannot be the
leader of Europe, but thinks the US should be. Stating if
Macron takes over as leader “we are going to have to make
some changes”. But why is Rubio so concerned about all this?

Read 8 tweets

Apr 13
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1) President Xi calls for peace via a “political settlement” to
end the conflict in Ukraine before it escalates further. Macron

asks Xi to “bring Russia to its senses”, but Xi recognizes this
conflict was not started by Russia, but by Western actors in
control of Ukraine.

2) President Xi and China have taken over the role of global
leader from the United States while Biden and his admin
continue to fund a war they started via proxy (State Dept/CIA
2014). Xi said, “The world today is undergoing profound

Read 9 tweets

Apr 6
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1) Alright, it’s time to look the Manhattan DA situation from
40,000 feet. This event is an excellent example of how the

Deep State operates at the State and local level, to push their
global agenda. How does Soros’ involvement fit into the big
picture? foxnews.com/media/trump-in…

2) Anytime anyone brings up “George Soros”, the Left and
their lapdog propagandists act like it’s a conspiracy theory.
But it’s no theory that Soros, a Hungarian oligarch, puts forth
billions of dollars into US politics. This man radicalized the

Read 10 tweets

Apr 5
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1) HOLY SHIT… Bragg claims he is aware of other mystery
crime(s) Trump committed, in order to elevate these

bookkeeping misdemeanors, but Trump has not been
convicted of any other crimes. Wouldn’t Bragg have to prove
the prerequisite crime first? Let’s break this down.

2) Firstly, it’s absolutely insane that Trump just got slapped
with process charges for a mystery prerequisite crime that
Trump hasn’t been informed of. If the initial crime isn’t
legitimate, these 34 charges are misdemeanors. How is the

Read 8 tweets

Apr 4
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1) HOLY SHIT… Twitter Files Journalists haven’t yet seen
Twitter’s internal censorship of SARS-CoV-2 lab origins???

per @ShellenbergerMD Why haven’t they covered this yet?
Legal obstacles? Methodical progression down the rabbit
hole? Ongoing investigations? Why the delay? 

Read 8 tweets

Apr 3
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